ABSTRACT. The relationslsips between the JB-triphe structure of a complex spin factor Y and tite structure of the l-Iilbert space ¿6 associated to 5'> are discussed. Every surjectiVe linear isometry L of Y can be uniquehy represented in tite form L(x>=pU(x) br sorne conjugation comrnuting unitary operator ti on =0andsorne pc«, ¡¡4 = 1. Automorphisms of Vare characterized as titose linear maps (continuity not assumed) that preserve minimal tripotents in .S~and tite orthogonahity relations among them. §0. INTRODUCTION
§0. INTRODUCTION
The spaces of spinors were introduced by E. Cartan in [1] to solve tite probhem of anahytic classification of bounded symmetric domains in Cn, and titey also arise in tite quantization of free fermionic fields [9, p. 104] . More recently, titese spaces itave been considered in various problems in tite context of infinite dimensional itolomorpity by Harris, Kaup and otiters. In titis note, an arbitrary spinor space 5/' is considered and tite relationship between tite «triphe structure» of~> and tite structure of its underlying Hihbert space .¿0 ts discussed. In §2, we prove titat any surjective hinear i~ometry L of ¿/2 can be represented in the form L=jiU for some pE«, ¡pl = ¡ and sorne conjugation commuting surjective linear isometry of =0 Since surjective linear isometries of~< and conjugation comrnuting unitary operators on are the same as automorphisms of tite corresponding structures of ¿/'and .&' our result can be repitrased by saying titat, except for an automorphism, tite spaces of spinors are uniquely determined by titeir underlying Hilbert space. Titis is a result titat anyone could expect, titougit tite autitors itave found no precise reference for tite statement and proof. In §3, tite sets Min(S/j and Sorne otiter basic facts on .P-ahgebras are needed in tite sequel. Let L: 2f-~á~be a vector space isomorpitism (continuity not assumed) between the J*~ahgebras~c=¡and 9. Then L commutes with the triple product, i.e.,
if and only if L is an isometry. In that case, L is said to be a J*~isomorpitism. An ehernent a e < 'is said to be a tripotent ifa # O and La a~a} = a, and in that case a ¡¡~= 1. Tite tripotent a is said to be minimal it, to each xe~~titere exists X,c« such that {a x* a} = a. 
i.e., L(a) is a minimal tripotent; but then a is ahso a minimah tripotent and so ¿¿2=0 which, togetiter with ¿¿ex, implies ¿¿=0, a contradiction. From (2.2)
where ¡Á¡=l and
Wc claim that X does not depend on ¿¿ex. Indeed, let bEx be given so that a, b are hinearly independent (this is possible since by assumption dim 17>1). By (2.3) there are unitary numbers X, ji, ¡'c«, sucit that
L(a)=XL(aj'<, L(b)=IIiL(b)*, L(a+b)=ñ[L(a± b)]w
itence by tite hinearity of L and the independence of L(a) and L(b), we get X = ji = it Using (2.3) and the expression of X, 
¡¡L(a)f¡ 2=(L(a» L(a))=(L (a) XL(afl=X<'L (a) L(aft)=2 ¡¡L(afl¡2-¡¡aM2

